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RELATIVE STRONGLY REGULAR HOLONOMIC
D-MODULES AND THE RIEMANN-HILBERT
CORRESPONDENCE
LUISA FIOROT AND TERESA MONTEIRO FERNANDES
Abstract. We introduce the notion of strong regular holonomic
DX×S/S-module and we prove that the functor RH
S introduced in [14]
takes image in Dbsrhol(DX×S/S) (complexes of DX×S/S-module whose co-
homologies are strongly regular). We prove that for dimX = dimS = 1
the functor solution functor pSol restricted to Dbsrhol(DX×S/S) is an
equivalence of categories with quasi-inverse RHS .
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Introduction.
Let X and S be complex manifolds, with dimensions respectively dX and
dS . Let p denote the projection X × S → S.
The main purpose of this paper is to clarify the notions of regularity for
holonomic DX×S/S-modules, to introduce the notion of strong regularity
and to explain the behaviour of the relative Riemann-Hilbert functor RHS
constructed in [14] with respect to this new notion. More precisely, we start
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by giving a characterization of regular holonomic complexes when dS = 1
which was implicit in [14] but not proved there as being equivalent to the
previous one. Supposing moreover dX = 1, we prove in Theorem 2.8 that,
generically in the sense of [15], that is, away of a discrete subset of S, a
holonomic complex is regular if and only if, for any x ∈ X the complex of
holomorphic solutions restricted to {x} × S is isomorphic to the complex
of solutions in the formal completion of OX×S along {x} × S and this last
condition will be called strong regularity. This result is a relative version
of the well known Kashiwara-Kawai’s result in the absolute case (Theorem
6.4.1 of [5]).
For general dX , replacing points (in the one dimensional case) by arbitrary
hypersurfaces, leads us to the category Dbsrhol(DX×S/S) whose objects are
complexes with strongly regular cohomologies (Definition 2.3). Our first
main result is Theorem 3.3 in which we prove that the functor RHS takes
image in Dbsrhol(DX×S/S) (where dS = 1 while there is no assumption on
dX).
We conjecture that the functor RHS : DbC-c(p
−1
X OS) → D
b
srhol(DX×S/S) is
an equivalence of category with quasi-inverse pSol. As a first step in this
direction we prove in Proposition 3.4 that the restriction of the solution
functor RHS : DbC-c(p
−1
X OS)t → D
b
srhol(DX×S/S)t to torsion complexes (those
having support of the form in X × S0 where S0 is a discrete subset of S) is
an equivalence of categories. Also, in Proposition 3.8, the same holds true
in the abelian category of modules of D-type in a general sense along a fixed
normal crossing divisor.
As another positive result for our conjecture we prove in Theorem 3.9
that, if dX = 1 = dS , the functor RH
S : DbC-c(p
−1
X OS) → D
b
srhol(DX×S/S) is
indeed an equivalence improving the result obtained in [15].
However our methods do not apply for dX > 1 because, among other
features, although the functor RHS behaves well under restriction to sub-
manifolds, this is not true for arbitrary holomorphic morphisms.
1. Regular holonomic DX×S/S-modules
For a holomorphic function f on S we define Li∗f as being the derived
functor p−1(OS/OSf)
L
⊗p−1OS · on the derived category of p
−1OS-modules. If
s is any point of S, we denote by Li∗s, as in [13] and [14], the derived functor
p−1(OS/m)
L
⊗p−1OS ·, where m denotes the maximal ideal of holomorphic
functions vanishing at s.
Hereafter, when we mention "torsion" we refer to the action of p−1OS .
Recall that, when dS = 1, a torsion free (also called strict) module will be
locally free over p−1OS .
Let us recall that given a triangulated category C, by Rickard’s criterion
([16]), a full triangulated category C′ of C is a thick subcategory if and only if
it is closed under direct factors in C (which means that any direct summand
of an object in C′ is in C′). In our case the category C = Dbhol(DX ) and we
aim to study the thick subcategory of regular holonomic complexes.
When the triangulated category C is endowed with a bounded t-structure
D = (D60,D>0) one can require that the subcategory C′ is compatible with
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the truncation functors of the t-structure D i.e. for any M ∈ C′ we have
τ60M, τ>1M ∈ C′. Due to the fact that any object in C has only a finite
number of non zero cohomologies, the compatibility of C′ with the truncation
functors of D is equivalent to require that Hi(M) ∈ C′ for any i ∈ Z. This
condition is essential in order to proceed by induction on the cohomological
length of the complex.
In [14] the following definitions were introduced:
(Reg1)
i) A holonomic DX×S/S-module M is regular if, for each s ∈ S, Li
∗
sM is a
complex in Dbrhol(DX).
ii) A complex M ∈ Dbhol(DX×S/S) is regular holonomic if its cohomology
groups Hj(M) are regular holonomic.
An alternative and natural definition of regularity would be the following:
(Reg2)
A complex M ∈ Dbhol(DX×S/S) is regular holonomic if, for each s ∈ S,
Li∗sM ∈ D
b
rhol(DX ).
We will prove in Proposition 1.2 that the previous definitions are equiv-
alent for dS = 1 and that for any S (Reg1) implies (Reg2). We remark
that both definitions give thick triangulated subcategories of Dbhol(DX×S/S)
and it is clear that whenever M is concentrated in a single degree the con-
ditions (Reg1) and (Reg2) are equivalent. Condition (Reg1) is by definition
compatible with the truncation functors and condition (Reg2) is compatible
with the truncation functors if and only if it is equivalent to (Reg1). On the
other side condition (Reg2) is compatible with base change on S which means
that given S′
g
→ S a morphism of complex manifolds and M ∈ Dbhol(DX×S/S)
which satisfies (Reg2) we get that L(IdX ×g)
∗(M) ∈ Dbhol(DX×S′/S′) satisfies
(Reg2) too.
Remark 1.1. Condition (Reg1) implies (Reg2). To see this, we argue by
induction on the length of M. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that M ∈ D>0hol(DX×S/S) and we consider the following distinguished triangle
(A) H0M → M → τ>1M
+
→. Let us assume that M satisfies (Reg1), hence
by definition both H0M and τ>1M satisfy (Reg1). As remarked, H0M sat-
isfies (Reg2) too and by induction on the length of M, τ>1M satisfies (Reg2)
which permits to conclude that M also satisfies (Reg2).
Proposition 1.2. For dS = 1 condition (Reg1) is equivalent to (Reg2).
Proof. We shall argue by induction on the cohomological length of M. As
above we may assume that M ∈ D>0hol(DX×S/S) and we consider the distin-
guished triangle (A). Assume that M satisfies (Reg2) and let s0 ∈ S. Taking
a local coordinate on S vanishing on s0, we deduce an exact sequence
0 −→ H−1Li∗s0H
0M −→ H−1Li∗s0M −→ H
−1Li∗s0τ
>1M(= 0)
−→ H0Li∗s0H
0M −→ H0Li∗s0M −→ H
0Li∗s0τ
>1M −→ 0
so that, for k > 1, HkLi∗s0(M) ≃ H
kLi∗s0(τ
>1M). The category of regular
DX -modules is closed under subquotients, so we conclude that H
0M satis-
fies (Reg2), hence τ>1M also satisfies (Reg2). Since H0M satisfies (Reg1),
induction on the length entails that M also satisfies (Reg1). q.e.d.
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Remark 1.3. Despite the absolute case it is not clear if the category of
relative regular holonomic DX×S/S-module is closed under subquotients in
the category of holonomic DX×S/S -module even in the case of dS = 1. Let
0 → M1 → M→ M2 → 0 be a short exact sequence of holonomic DX×S/S -
module such that the middle term M is regular holonomic. Hence for any
s0 ∈ S (dS = 1) we obtain the long exact sequence:
0 −→ H−1Li∗s0M1 −→ H
−1Li∗s0M −→ H
−1Li∗s0M2 −→
−→ H0Li∗s0M1 −→ H
0Li∗s0M −→ H
0Li∗s0M2 −→ 0
and using the hypothesis Li∗sM ∈ D
b
rhol(DX ) in general we can only conclude
that H−1Li∗s0M1 and H
0Li∗s0M2 belongs to D
b
rhol(DX).
We notice that if M is a torsion regular holonomic DX×S/S -module both
M1,M2 are torsion regular holonomic too.
In the case of M1 = t(M) and M2 = f(M) respectively the torsion sub-
object and the strict quotient of M we have H−1Li∗s0M2 = 0 since M2 is
strict and hence any term of the previous long exact sequence is regular
(since by hypothesis H−1Li∗s0M and H
0Li∗s0M are regular). This permits to
conclude that t(M) and f(M) are regular holonomic too.
If for any dS the category of regular holonomic DX×S/S -modules would
be closed by subquotients one can prove by induction that condition (Reg1),
is equivalent to (Reg2).
2. Strong regularity
2.a. Complementary results on DX×S/S-modules. For any submanifold
Y ⊂ X, one defines the formal completion of OX×S along Y ×S, OX×S |̂Y×S ,
by
O
X×S |̂Y×S
:= lim
←−
k∈Z
OX×S/J
k
where J denotes the ideal of holomorphic functions vanishing on Y × S.
Lemma 2.1. For any subamanifold Y ⊂ X, there are functorial isomor-
phism on Db(DX×S/S)
(i)RHomDX×S/S(RΓ[Y×S](M),OX×S)
≃
−→ RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S |̂Y×S)
(ii)RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S |̂Y×S)|Y ×S ≃ RHomDY×S/S(Di
∗
Y×SM,OY ×S).
Proof. Since RΓ[Y×S](M) ≃ DiY×S∗Di
∗
Y×SM, (ii) follows from(i) by adjunc-
tion thanks to the relative version of [3, Th. 4. 33].
Let us now prove (i):
We have RΓ[Y×S](M) ≃ RΓ[Y×S](OX×S)⊗
L
OX×S
M hence
RHomDX×S/S (RΓ[Y×S](M),OX×S) ≃
RHomDX×S (DX×S ⊗DX×S/S RΓ[Y×S](M),OX×S) ≃
RHomDX×S (DX×S ⊗DX×S/S M⊗
L
OX×S
RΓ[Y×S](OX×S),OX×S) ≃
RHomDX×S(DX×S ⊗DX×S/S M, RHomOX×S (RΓ[Y×S](OX×S),OX×S) ≃
RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S |̂Y×S)
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where the last isomorphism follows from [11, Prop. 2.2.2]. q.e.d.
Proposition 2.2. For any submanifold Y ⊂ X we have
Li∗sOX×S |̂Y×S ≃ OX |̂Y
Proof. Thanks to the properties of Li∗s (cf. [13, Prop. 3.1]) the result follows
fromMittag-Leffler’s condition since the morphisms OX×S/J
k+1 → OX×S/J
k
are surjective. q.e.d.
Definition 2.3. Let M be a holonomic DX×S/S-module; M is called strongly
regular along an hypersurface Y ⊂ X if the natural morphism
(∗∗)RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S)|Y×S −→ RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S |̂Y×S)
is an isomorphism.
M is called strongly regular if it is strongly regular along any hyper-
surface. Strongly regular holonomic DX×S/S-modules form a full thick
category Modsrhol(DX×S/S) of Modrhol(DX×S/S) and we will denote by
D
b
srhol(DX×S/S) the full subcategory of D
b
hol(DX×S/S) whose objects are
complexes with strongly regular cohomologies.
Thanks to Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 6.4.1 of [5] the condition of
strongly regularity entails regularity in the sense of Definition (Reg1,Reg2).
Remark 2.4. Following [11, Prop. II.2.2.3] let Y1, Y2 be two hypersurfaces.
The short exact sequence
0 −→ O
X×S |̂(Y1∪Y2)×S
−→ O
X×S |̂Y1×S
⊕O
X×S |̂Y2×S
−→ O
X×S |̂(Y1∩Y2)×S
−→ 0
induces for any M ∈ Dbsrhol(DX×S/S) a distinguished triangle which permits
to prove that
RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S)|(Y1∩Y2)×S −→ RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S |̂(Y1∩Y2)×S
)
is an isomorphism too. Hence for any closed analytic subset Z ⊆ X the
natural morphism
RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S)|Z×S −→ RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S |̂Z×S)
is an isomorphism (since this is a local condition and we can reduce to a
finite intersection of hypersurfaces).
Remark 2.5. Let M ∈ Dbhol(DX×S/S), let Y be a closed analytic subset of X
and set Y˜ := Y ×S for short. By applying the solution functor to the distin-
guished triangle RΓ[Y˜ ](M)→M→M(∗(Y˜ ))
+
→ and according to the natural
isomorphism RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S |̂Y˜ ) ≃ RHomDX×S/S (RΓ[Y˜ ](M),OX×S)
we get the distinguished triangle
(2.1)
RHomDX×S/S(M(∗Y˜ ),OX×S)|Y˜
// RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S)|Y˜
// RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S |̂Y˜ )|Y˜
which shows that M is strongly regular along Y if and only if the complex
RHomDX×S/S(M(∗(Y × S)),OX×S)|Y×S = 0.
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Proposition 2.6. Let M ∈ Modrhol(DX×S/S) be such that Supp(M) ⊆
X×T with dimT = 0. Then M˜ := DX×S⊗DX×S/S M is a regular holonomic
DX×S-module.
Proof. The statement being local, we may assume that T = {s0}. Hence
Char(M) = Λ×{s0}, where Λ is a Lagrangian C
∗-conic closed analytic subset
in T ∗X, and, taking local coordinates (z, s) in X × S such that s vanishes
in s0, there exists n ∈ N such that (s − s0)
nM = 0. Since we are dealing
with triangulated categories, by an easy argument by induction on n we may
assume that n = 1. In that case, we haveM ≃M0⊠OS/OS(s−s0), where, by
the assumption of relative regularity, M0 is a regular holonomic DX -module
satisfying Char(M0) = Λ. By construction M˜ ≃ M0 ⊠DS/DS(s − s0) and
Char(M˜) = Λ× T ∗TS := Λ˜.
Therefore M˜ is a regular holonomic DX×S-module since the category of
regular holonomic D-modules is closed under external tensor product.
q.e.d.
As an immediate consequence of loc. cit. [5] we get:
Corollary 2.7. A complex M ∈ Dbrhol(DX×S/S) satisfying Supp(M) ⊆ X×T
with dimT = 0 is strongly regular, that is M ∈ Dbsrhol(DX×S/S).
2.b. Strong regularity for dX = 1 = dS. As defined in [15], a property in
X × S is satisfied generically on S if it is satisfied on X × S∗, where S∗ is
the complementary of a discrete subset S0 in S.
We have the relative version of Theorem 6.4.1 of [5]:
Theorem 2.8. Let M ∈ Dbrhol(DX×S/S). Then, generically on S, for any
x ∈ X, the natural morphism
(∗M) : RhomDX×S/S (M,OX×S)|{x}×S∗
// RHomDX×S∗/S∗ (M|X×S∗ ,OX×S∗̂|{x}×S∗)
is an isomorphism. Conversely, if, for a given M ∈ Dbhol(DX×S/S), (∗M) is
an isomorphism for each x ∈ X, with S0 = ∅, then M ∈ D
b
rhol(DX×S/S).
Proof. a) Let us assume that M ∈ Dbrhol(DX×S/S), or equivalently M ∈
D
b
hol(DX×S/S) and for each s ∈ S, Li
∗
sM ∈ D
b
rhol(DX). According to [13, Th.
3.7], RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S)|{x}×S ∈ D
b
coh(OS), where we identify {x} × S
with S.
By [15, Prop. 2.2 (4)], away of a discrete subset S0 ⊂ S, for any x ∈ X
we have RΓ[{x}×S∗](M|X×S∗ ) ∈ D
b
hol(DX×S∗/S∗). Hence the morphism (∗M)
is a morphism between complexes satisfying the finiteness condition of [14,
Prop 1.3]. Therefore (∗M) will be an isomorphism provided that, for each
s ∈ S∗, Li∗s(∗M) is an isomorphism.
b) Let us now prove the converse. If (∗M) is an isomorphism for each
x ∈ X, then, after applying Li∗s, in accordance with isomorphism (∗∗) of
Definition 2.3 together with [5, Theorem 6.4.1], we conclude that, for each
s ∈ S, Li∗sM is regular holonomic, hence M ∈ D
b
rhol(DX×S/S). q.e.d.
Corollary 2.9. A complex M in Dbrhol(DX×S/S) is strongly regular if and
only if it satisfies the equivalent conditions below:
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i) RΓ[{x}×S](M) ∈ D
b
hol(DX×S/S) for each x ∈ X
ii) Di
∗
{x}×SM ∈ D
b
coh(OS) for each x ∈ X.
Proof. Let us prove first the equivalence i)⇔ ii). We have RΓ[{x}×S](M) ≃
Di{x}×S ∗Di
∗
{x}×S(M)[dX ] and hence RΓ[{x}×S](M) ∈ D
b
hol(DX×S/S) if and
only if Di
∗
{x}×SM ∈ D
b
coh(OS).
Now, given M ∈ Dbsrhol(DX×S/S), in view of the definition we have a
natural isomorphism
RHomOS(Di
∗
{x}×SM,OS) ≃ RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S)|{x}×S ∈ D
b
coh(OS)
which proves that Di
∗
{x}×SM ∈ D
b
coh(OS) too.
On the other side if Di
∗
{x}×SM ∈ D
b
coh(OS) for any x ∈ X we ob-
tain that RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S |̂{x}×S) ∈ D
b
coh(OS) and so by [13,
Prop. 2.2] the natural morphism RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S)|{x}×S →
RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S∗ |̂{x}×S) is an isomorphism. q.e.d.
3. Application to the functor RHS
In this section we briefly recall the relative Riemann-Hilbert functor
RHS(·) introduced in [14] and state some complementary results needed in
the sequel. We suppose dS = 1.
3.a. Reminder on relative subanalytic sites and relative subanalytic
sheaves. For details on this subject we refer to [12]. We also refer to [7]
as a foundational paper and to [6] for a detailed exposition on the general
theory of sheaves on sites.
Let X and S be real or complex analytic manifolds where we consider the
family of open subanalytic subsets. On X × S, T is the family consisting of
finite unions of open relatively compact subsets and the family T′ consists
of finite unions of open relatively compact sets of the form U × V . The
associated sites (X × S)T and (X × S)T′ are nothing more than, respectively,
(X × S)sa and the product of sites Xsa × Ssa.
We shall denote by ρ, without reference toX×S unless otherwise specified,
the natural functor of sites ρ : X×S → (X×S)sa associated to the inclusion
Op((X××S)sa) ⊂ Op(X×S). Accordingly, we shall consider the associated
functors ρ∗, ρ
−1, ρ!.
We shall also denote by ρ′ : X×S → (X×S)T′ the natural functor of sites.
Following [6] we have functors ρ′∗ and ρ
′
! fromMod(CX×S) toMod(CXsa×Ssa).
Subanalytic sheaves are defined on the subanalytic site of a real analytic
manifold, and relative subanalytic sheaves are defined on the relative sub-
analytic site recalled above. We refer to [12] for the detailed construction
of the relative subanalytic sheaves Dt,S♯X×S (where X and S are real analytic)
and Ot,S♯X×S (in the complex framework).
They are both ρ!DX×S/S -modules (either in the real or the complex case)
as well as a ρ′∗p
−1OS-module and both structures commute. Moreover, when
X is complex, considering the complex conjugate structure X on X (resp.
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S on S) and the underlying real analytic structure XR (resp. SR), we have
O
t,S♯
X×S = RHomρ′!DX×S (ρ
′
!OX×S ,D
t,S♯
X×S)
where we omit the reference to the real structures.
3.b. Reminder on RHS and complementary properties. In the real
framework (X and S being real analytic manifolds, dS = 1), for F ∈
D
b
R-c(p
−1OS) we set
THS(F ) := ρ′−1RHomρ′∗p−1OS (ρ
′
∗F,Db
t,S,♯
X×S).
If X is a complex manifold of complex dimension dX and S is a complex
manifold of dimension one, RHS : DbR-c(p
−1OS) → D
b
rhol(DX×S/S) is given
by the assignment
F −→ RHS(F ) := ρ′−1RHomρ′∗p−1OS (ρ
′
∗F,O
t,S,♯
X×S)[dX ]
≃ RHomDX×S (OX×S,TH
S(F ))
the last isomorphism being called here "realification procedure" for short.
Proposition 3.1. Let Y be a complex hypersurface of X. Then, for any
F ∈ DbR-c(p
−1OS) there is a natural morphism
RHS(F )(∗(Y × S)) ≃ RHS(F ⊗ C(XrY )×S).
In particular, if F ∈ DbC-c(p
−1OS),
• 1. RHS(F )(∗(Y × S)) belongs to Dbrhol(DX×S/S),
• 2. There is a natural isomorphism RHS(F⊗CY×S) ≃ RΓ[Y×S](RH
S(F ))
and so RΓ[Y×S](RH
S(F )) also belongs to Dbrhol(DX×S/S).
Proof. Let be given a local equation f = 0 of Y . We start by assuming that
F = p−1OS ⊗ CΩ×S for a relatively compact subanalytic open subset of X.
Noting that f is invertible on THom(C(ΩrY )×S ,DbX×S), according to [4,
Prop. 3.23], the natural morphism
THom(CΩ×S,DbX×S)(∗(Y × S)) −→ THom(C(ΩrY )×S ,DbX×S)
is an isomorphism. Since localization along Y × S is an exact functor and
commutes with the realification procedure, according to [14, Prop.3.5] we
conclude that f is invertible on RHS(F ⊗ C(XrY )×S) in D
b
rhol(DX×S/S), for
any F ∈ DbC-c(p
−1OS), which implies the existence of the morphism of the
statement. Consequently it is an isomorphism. The remaining statements
follow straightforwardly (see also [14, Example 3.20]). q.e.d.
Corollary 3.2. For any F ∈ DbC-c(p
−1OS) and for any closed submani-
fold of X, RΓ[Y×S](RH
S(F )) is a complex with regular holonomic DX×S/S-
cohomologies. Equivalently Di
∗
Y×S RH
S(F ) is a complex with regular holo-
nomic DY×S/S-cohomologies.
Proof. The statement being local, we may assume that Y is an intersection
of smooth hypersurfaces of X and then conclude by item 2 of Proposition 3.1
that RΓ[Y×S](RH
S(F )) ≃ RHS(F⊗CY×S) which implies the first statement.
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According to the relative version of [2, Prop.4.3], the second statement is
equivalent to the first. q.e.d.
3.c. Relative Riemann-Hilbert correspondence and strong regular-
ity. The first main result in this section is the following:
Theorem 3.3. For any F ∈ DbC-c(p
−1OS), RH
S(F ) ∈ Dbsrhol(DX×S/S).
Proof. Let M := RHS(F ). We want to prove that, for any closed smooth
hypersurface Y of X,
RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S)|Y×S −→ RHomDX×S/S(M,OX×S |̂Y×S)
is an isomorphism. This amounts to prove that the right-hand side term
is a C-constructible complex since in that case, in view of Proposition 2.2,
we can apply Li∗s for each s ∈ S to conclude the result by reduction to the
absolute case which holds true (cf. [5]). According to Lemma 2.1 (ii) the
C-constructibility of RHomDX×S/S (M,OX×S |̂Y×S) follows from Corollary 3.2
and from [13, Th. 1.1]. q.e.d.
In [1, Prop. 3.12] the authors introduce the torsion class
perv(p−1X OS)t := {F ∈ perv(p
−1
X OS)| codim pX(SuppF ) > 1}
whose associated torsion-free class is denoted by perv(p−1X OS)tf . The
category perv(p−1X OS)t is a full thick abelian subcategory of the category
perv(p−1X OS) of perverse sheaves. We denote by D
b
C-c(p
−1
X OS)t the thick
subcategory of DbC-c(p
−1
X OS) whose objects have support in X×S0 where S0
is a discrete subset of S or equivalently whose perverse cohomologies belong
to perv(p−1X OS)t.
In analogy we denote by Dbrhol(DX×S/S)t the thick subcategory of
D
b
rhol(DX×S/S) whose objects have support in X × S0 where S0 is a discrete
subset of S.
Proposition 3.4. The restriction of the solution functor pSol to Dbrhol(DX×S/S)t
is an equivalence of categories
pSol : Dbrhol(DX×S/S)t −→ D
b
C-c(p
−1
X OS)t
with quasi-inverse the restriction of the functor RHS to DbC-c(p
−1
X OS)t.
Proof. It will be sufficient to prove that the restriction of RHS to
D
b
C-c(p
−1
X OS)t is fully faithful. Indeed Sol is essentially surjective since
for any F ∈ DbC-c(p
−1
X OS) we have F ≃
pSolRHS(F ) and in the case of a
torsion object F in DbC-c(p
−1
X OS)t we have RH
S(F ) ∈ Dbrhol(DX×S/S)t.
For the full faithfulness it is enough to prove that, for any M ∈
D
b
rhol(DX×S/S)t and for any G ∈ D
b
R-c(p
−1OS), the morphism:
RHomDX×S/S(M,RH
S(G))→ RHomDX×S/S (M, RHomp−1OS(G,OX×S)[dX ])
is an isomorphism.
The cohomologies of M are regular holonomic DX×S/S -modules satisfying
the assumption of Corollary 2.7. Hence DX×S ⊗DX×S/S M is a a complex
with regular holonomic DX×S-modules as cohomologies.
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Thanks to [14, Prop.3.5], we may assume that G = CΩ×S⊗p
−1
X OS for some
open subanalytic subset Ω of X, hence RHS(G) = THom(CΩ×S ,OX×S)[dX ]
which is a complex with DX×S -modules as cohomologies and we get a chain
of isomorphisms
RHomDX×S/S (M,RH
S(G)) ≃ RHomDX×S (DX×S ⊗DX×S/S M,RH
S(G))
≃
(∗)
RHomDX×S (DX×S ⊗DX×S/S M, RHom(CΩ×S,OX×S)[dX ])
≃ RHomDX×S/S(M, RHom(CΩ×S ,OX×S)[dX ])
≃ RHomDX×S/S(M, RHomp−1OS (G,OX×S)[dX ])
where isomorphism (∗) follows by [4, Cor. 8.6].
q.e.d.
Corollary 3.5. The category Dbrhol(DX×S/S)t is a triangulated subcategory
of Dbsrhol(DX×S/S).
Recall the following definition:
Definition 3.6. ([14, Definition 2.10] A coherent DX×S/S -module L is said
to be of D-type with singularities along a normal crossing divisor D ⊂ X if
it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Char(L) ⊂ (π−1(D)× S) ∪ (T ∗XX × S),
(2) L is regular holonomic and strict,
(3) L ≃ L(∗(D × S)).
Let us fix a normal crossing divisor D.
Recall that in [14, Lemma 4.2] the authors proved that the category of
holonomic DX×S/S-modules L of D-type along D is equivalent to the cat-
egory of locally free p−1U OS with U := X r D ([14, Prop. 2.11]) under the
correspondence
L 7→ H0DR(L)|U×S F 7→ RH
S(j!D(F [dX ])) = L
where j : U →֒ X is the inclusion of the open U in X. In particular there
is a natural functorial isomorphism L
≃
→ RHS pSol(L) for any holonomic
DX×S/S-modules L of D-type along D. Therefore we get:
Corollary 3.7. Let L be a holonomic DX×S/S-module of D-type along D.
Then L is strongly regular.
Let D be the full thick abelian subcategory of Modrhol(DX×S/S) whose
objects L satisfy the conditions of D-type except for strictness:
(1) Char(L) ⊂ (π−1(D)× S) ∪ (T ∗XX × S),
(2) L is regular holonomic,
(3) L ≃ L(∗(D × S)).
D is also endowed with a natural torsion pair (Dt,Dtf ) induced as in the
previous case by the torsion on S, Dtf denoting the category of modules of
D-type.
We have now the tools to conclude the following:
Proposition 3.8. For any object M of D there is a canonical isomorphism
θ(M) : M → RHS(pSolM) which is functorial in M. In particular, any
object M of D is strongly regular.
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Proof. We shall prove that, for any M ∈ D and for any G ∈ DbR-c(p
−1OS),
the morphism:
(∗) RHomDX×S/S (M,RH
S(G))→ RHomDX×S/S(M, RHomp−1OS (G,OX×S)[dX ])
is an isomorphism.
Then θ(M) will be the unique morphism in HomDX×S/S (M,RH
S(pSolM))
corresponding to Id ∈ Homp−1OS (
pSolM, pSolM). The fact that θ(M) is a
functorial isomorphism is proved precisely as in [15] so we will avoid the
repetition of the proof.
According to the thickness of Modsrhol(DX×S/S) we may reduce the proof
to the torsion case and to the torsion free case. In the torsion case, the result
is contained in Proposition 3.4.
IfM is torsion free, M is ofD-type along D×S and, according to the proof
of [14, Cor. 2.8], a devissage allows us to consider local coordinates (x, s) on
X × S vanishing on p = (x0, s0) ∈ D × S such that D = {x ∈ X,x1 · · · xd =
0}, and M isomorphic to a quotient DX×S/S/
∑d
i=1DX×S/S(xi∂xi−αi(s))+∑n
i=d+1DX×S/S∂xi for some holomorphic functions αi(s), i = 1, · · · , d, on
a fixed open neighborhood of 0 in S. We shall again reduce to the case
G = CΩ×S for some open subanalytic subset Ω of X. We have
RHomDX×S/S(M,RH
S(G)) ≃ RHomDX×S/S(M, RHomDX×S (OX×S ,TH
S(G)[dX ])
≃ RHomDX×X×S×S/S(M⊠ OX×S ,TH
S(G)[dX ])
≃ RHomDX×X×S×S/S (M⊠ OX×S ,THom(CΩ×S ,DbX×S [dX ]))
≃ RHomDX×X×S×S ((DX×S ⊗DX×S/S M)⊠ OX×S,TH
S(G)[dX ]))
Remark that
(DX×S ⊗DX×S/S M)⊠ OX×S
is a fuchsian system along each hypersurface Dj × S := {(x, s), xj = 0},
j = 1, · · · , d in the sense of [17]. It is clear (cf. example 5.1 in [12])
that the solutions of the homogeneous system defining M belong to
THom(CΩ×S ,DbX×S). The result is then an application of [17, Th.1] which
entails the solvability in Db0,0) of the same system.
q.e.d.
3.d. The case dX = 1. The following result improves [15] in the sense
that we precise which categories are equivalent by means of RHS . However
it remains conjectural that the condition of strong regularity is indeed not
equivalent to that of regularity.
Theorem 3.9. The contravariant functor
RHS : DbC-c(p
−1OS) −→ D
b
srhol(DX×S/S)
is an equivalence of categories and pSol is its quasi-inverse.
Proof. The statement will follow as in the proof of Proposition 3.8 provided
that for any M ∈ Dbsrhol(DX×S/S) and any F ∈ D
b
R-c(p
−1OS) the natural
morphism
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(3.1)
RHomDX×S/S (M,RH
S(F ))→ RHomDX×S/S (M, RHomp−1OS (F,OX×S)[1])
is an isomorphism. In [15] the authors proved that for any M ∈
D
b
rhol(DX×S/S) and any F ∈ D
b
R-c(p
−1OS), there exists a discrete S0 ⊂ S
depending on M only such that (3.1) is an isomorphism outside S0. In their
proof ([15, Prop. 2.5]) the authors show that in the case dimSupp(M) 6 1
one has S0 = ∅ while for dimSupp(M) = 2 the set S
∗ := SrS0 can be taken
to be the biggest open subset of S such that for any reduced divisor Y of X,
setting iY : Y →֒ X the inclusion, DiY ∗ Di
∗
Y (M∗) has holonomic cohomologies
as an object of the category Db(DX×S∗/S∗). Hence, if M ∈ D
b
srhol(DX×S/S),
according to Corollary 2.9 we obtain that S0 = ∅. q.e.d.
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